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Abstract
In order to achieve the highest possible performance, the
ray traversal and intersection routines at the core of every
high-performance ray tracer are usually hand-coded, heavily
optimized, and implemented separately for each hardware
platform—even though they share most of their algorithmic
core. The results are implementations that heavily mix algorithmic aspects with hardware and implementation details,
making the code non-portable and difficult to change and
maintain.
In this paper, we present a new approach that offers the
ability to define in a functional language a set of conceptual,
high-level language abstractions that are optimized away by
a special compiler in order to maximize performance. Using
this abstraction mechanism we separate a generic ray traversal and intersection algorithm from its low-level aspects
that are specific to the target hardware. We demonstrate that
our code is not only significantly more flexible, simpler to
write, and more concise but also that the compiled results
perform as well as state-of-the-art implementations on any
of the tested CPU and GPU platforms.
CCS Concepts • Computing methodologies → Computer Graphics; Ray Tracing; • Software and its engineering → Domain-Specific Languages;
Keywords Computer Graphics, Ray Tracing, Functional
Programming, Domain-Specific Languages
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1

Introduction

Image synthesis algorithms determine visibility by tracing
millions of rays per frame and finding intersections with the
geometric primitives in the scene. Spatial index or acceleration structures are used to speed up this process by quickly
eliminating many unnecessary intersection tests. They organize the scene geometry into a tree or a grid by subdividing
it into smaller subsets. The task of a traversal algorithm then
is to traverse this data structure and perform any necessary
intersection tests as fast as possible.
Therefore, a lot of research has focused on optimizing this
core algorithm, specifically by taking advantage of modern
hardware architectures that provide parallelism on multiple levels. A typical CPU has multiple cores, each of them
supporting vector instructions that operate on multiple data
elements in parallel (SIMD). Modern GPUs are equipped
with hundreds of parallel execution units allowing a single
instruction to be executed in parallel with multiple threads
(SIMT). These architectural differences have led to various
implementations of ray traversal algorithms that are closely
tied to a specific hardware and execution model.
For example, on the CPU, Bounding Volume Hierarchy
(BVH) traversal algorithms benefit from SIMD instructions
by using packet tracing [42] or single-ray tracing and wide
BVHs [41]. On GPUs, these approaches are not so attractive:
Single-ray tracing with standard BVHs turns out to be more
efficient [1].
Conceptually, the traversal algorithms for CPUs and GPUs
are identical. Hence, it would be desirable to implement
the algorithm once in an abstract way and later refine only
the hardware-specific parts for a new architecture in order
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to save effort. In software that is not performance-critical,
abstraction is usually achieved by procedural abstraction,
object-orientation, and in particular dynamic method dispatch. However, some of these techniques incur a significant
runtime overhead that even modern compilers are often unable to remove reliably. As a result, this optimization process
today is usually performed manually by experts that understand both the algorithmic as well as the hardware-specific
aspects. As a consequence, the resulting code is no longer
abstract: It uses concrete instead of abstract data types and is
polluted by the idiosyncrasies of the target hardware. Consequently, it is not portable (at least not performance portable),
hard to maintain, debug, and extend.
Consider Figure 1: It shows three different implementations of the part of BVH traversal that is responsible for
the intersection of the child nodes. The ray-box intersection
routine has been highlighted in blue.
The examples on the left and middle are taken from stateof-the-art implementations for CPUs and GPUs [1, 43], and
the right code snippet contains our high-level description
of that code. In Figure 1a and Figure 1b, there is no clean
separation between the code that intersects the bounding
boxes and the one that updates the stack.
In contrast, our generic description captures the essence
of the algorithm and isolates the three following concepts:
first, the iteration over the set of child nodes, whose size
may be greater than two, depending on the acceleration
structure; second, the intersection of the ray, or packet of
rays with each box; and third, the process of pushing any of
the corresponding nodes onto the stack, in sorted order. This
is achieved using a higher-order function, hit, highlighted
in red in Figure 1c, that is provided by the implementation
of the iteration abstraction iterate_children and performs
the stack operations. The implementation of hit depends on
the concrete acceleration structure and has to be carefully
tuned for the respective target hardware.
Hence, when mapping the generic code to a specific architecture the programmer instantiates the traversal algorithm
to a respective target platform by supplying implementations
for this and the other target-specific abstractions. To be as
efficient as hand-tuned code it is mandatory that all “calls”
to these abstractions are reliably removed and function arguments are propagated at compile time. Standard compiler
optimizations generally do not guarantee this for various
reasons. In our setting, we use a programming language that
supports partial evaluation—the symbolic evaluation of a
part of the program before its actual execution—to reliably
remove all overhead of our abstractions. The result of the
partially evaluated kernel is code that looks and performs as
if it had been manually refined and optimized to each particular hardware architecture—simply by recompiling with the
specific “library” of hardware-specific refinements.
In this paper, we apply these recent results of research on
meta-programming to the implementation of high-performance
traversal algorithms. We show that higher-order functions
combined with partial evaluation are sufficient to generate
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high-performance implementations from a generic traversal
algorithm. We demonstrate that this algorithm can be easily modified to support common variants such as early ray
termination or transparency.
Contributions
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We show how to use higher-order functions to abstract
ray traversal (Section 3). We separate the traversal into
two parts: The high-level description of the traversal
loop and its associated mapping to different hardware
architectures. The former is written in textbook-like
style while the latter contains the architecture-specific
details.
• We give examples of possible mappings for GPUs and
CPUs that exploit low-level features of the underlying hardware (Section 4). These mappings particularly
target CUDA and CPUs with SIMD instruction sets.
• We demonstrate that our approach is competitive in
terms of performance: It is on a par or even outperforms state-of-the-art, highly-optimized, and handtuned implementations for GPUs as well as CPUs (Section 6.1).
• Using objective software complexity measures we also
show that this approach is significantly more flexible,
simpler, and easier to implement (Section 6.2).

2

Related Work

Ray Tracing Early ray tracers traced a single ray for each
CPU or node in a cluster [12, 22, 30]. Wald et al. [42] demonstrated how to leverage SIMD hardware by vectorized intersection routines that operate on packets of rays. Packet
traversal was later further improved with frustum culling [6,
34] and other techniques that increase SIMD coherence [7,
13, 41]. Another category of traversal algorithms work on
streams of rays [5, 39]. These algorithms extract coherence
by filtering a group of rays during traversal in order to take
best advantage of the SIMD units.
GPUs have become more and more programmable and are
now suitable for general purpose computations. The parallel
nature of ray tracing has led to many attempts to make it
run efficiently on GPUs [e.g. 15]. Early ray tracing systems
for BVHs on the GPU used packetized traversal [17, 20],
while current state-of-the-art approaches trace single rays
by maintaining a traversal stack for each ray, as in the work
of Aila and Laine [1]. The latter work and its extension [2]
also outline the importance of the traversal loop shape, the
scheduling, and the optimization of memory accesses.
As implementing efficient ray tracing routines demands
much expertise and machine knowledge, several frameworks
have been developed. One of the first attempts was OpenRT
[40]: It contains a simple OpenGL-like API abstracting over
a set of optimized SSE routines. Only its core functionality
is vectorized, and shading is done in single-ray fashion. The
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for ( unsigned i = 0; i < 4; i ++) {
const NodeRef child = node -> children [i ];
if ( unlikely ( child == BVH4 :: emptyNode ))
break ;
avxf lnearP ;
const avxb lhit = node -> intersect8 (i ,
org , rdir , org_rdir ,
ray_tnear , ray_tfar , lnearP );
if ( likely ( any ( lhit ))) {
const avxf childDist =
select ( lhit , lnearP , inf );
sptr_node ++;
sptr_near ++;

}

}

if ( any ( childDist < curDist )) {
*( sptr_node -1) = cur ;
*( sptr_near -1) = curDist ;
curDist = childDist ;
cur = child ;
} else {
*( sptr_node -1) = child ;
*( sptr_near -1) = childDist ;
}

const float c0min = spanBegin ( c0lox , c0hix ,
c0loy , c0hiy , c0loz , c0hiz , tmin ) ;
const float c0max = spanEnd ( c0lox , c0hix ,
c0loy , c0hiy , c0loz , c0hiz , hitT ) ;
const float c1min = spanBegin ( c1lox , c1hix ,
c1loy , c1hiy , c1loz , c1hiz , tmin ) ;
const float c1max = spanEnd ( c1lox , c1hix ,
c1loy , c1hiy , c1loz , c1hiz , hitT ) ;
bool swp = ( c1min < c0min ) ;
bool traverseChild0 = ( c0max >= c0min ) ;
bool traverseChild1 = ( c1max >= c1min ) ;

for min , max , hit in
iterate_children ( node , stack ) {
intersect_ray_box ( org , idir ,
tmin , t ,
min , max , hit );
}

if (! traverseChild0 && ! traverseChild1 ) {
nodeAddr = *( int *) stackPtr ;
stackPtr -= 4;
} else {
nodeAddr = ( traverseChild0 ) ?
cnodes .x : cnodes .y;

}

if ( traverseChild0 && traverseChild1 ) {
if ( swp ) swap ( nodeAddr , cnodes .y);
stackPtr += 4;
*( int *) stackPtr = cnodes .y;
}

if ( nodeAddr < 0 && leafAddr >= 0) {
leafAddr = nodeAddr ;
nodeAddr = *( int *) stackPtr ;
stackPtr -= 4;
}

(a) Sample from a CPU implementation

(b) Sample from a GPU implementation

(c) Sample from our traversal

Figure 1. Sample implementations of the part of BVH traversal responsible for intersecting the children of the current node and
pushing the next nodes on the stack. The left and center snippets have been extracted from state-of-the-art implementations.
rendering API RTfact [16] later tried to overcome this issue by using template meta-programming in C++. In RTfact,
templated classes for traversal and shading provide a framework on top of which renderers are instantiated. However,
templates are hard to use, maintain, and extend. They clutter
code with uncountable template annotations and often generate unfathomable error messages when used improperly.
In addition, a lot of specialized and complicated code must
be written to support a wide variety of SIMD widths and
hardware architectures. The current state-of-the-art CPU ray
tracing system Embree [43] supports different BVH structures and packet sizes. The core ray tracing kernels of Embree
are written and optimized by hand with vector intrinsics for
performance reasons. The Embree example renderer uses
ispc [32], a compiler for a C-like programming language
that hides the complexity of vector intrinsics and data types.
However, ispc cannot be used to build complex abstractions,
since it lacks support for more advanced language features
like polymorphism or higher-order functions. OptiX [31] is
built on top of CUDA. It follows a single-ray approach and
internally uses the kernels from Aila et al. [2]. A specific
compiler merges the kernels written with OptiX and creates
a megakernel out of them. The resulting program can only
run on NVIDIA GPUs or on CPUs via a PTX to x86 compiler.
However, the CPU backend does not perform nearly as well
as Embree. Radeon-Rays1 (previously FireRays) is another
GPU ray tracing framework based on OpenCL which offers
1 http://gpuopen.com/gaming-product/radeon-rays

a simple API for scene management, acceleration structure
construction, and ray traversal. Unfortunately, their algorithm is not as optimized as the traversal from Aila et al. [2]
and is consequently slower. As we see, the trend is towards
incorporating compiler technology in high-performance ray
tracing. In this context, compilers have two major uses: Perform transformations that would otherwise be manual, and
explore different variants [36].
Andersen [4] uses C-Mix [3]—a partial evaluator for C—
in order to specialize a ray tracer with respect to objects
and light sources in the scene. Depending on the specialized
scene, the achieved speed up is between 1.5x-3.x. However,
the evaluated scenes only consist of a few objects. So this
approach does not scale with complex scenes containing tens
of thousands of triangles.
Domain-specific Languages In other areas like computer
vision or high-performance computing, domain-specific languages (DSLs) have been successfully used in order to gain
performance from a straightforward implementation. DSLs
can be either implemented from scratch like Diderot [11]
or embedded into a host language like C++ or Scala. When
embedding DSLs one can reuse the lexer, parser, and type
system of the host language. Carette et al. [9] and Hudak [21]
lay the foundation of embedding a typed language by ordinary functions instead of object terms. Hofer et al. [19]
picked up this idea and carried it to the Scala world while
emphasizing modularity and the ability to abstract over and
compose semantic aspects. Rompf and Odersky [35] coined
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the term Lightweight Modular Staging (LMS) and paved the
way for performance-oriented embedded DSLs [10] like OptiML [38] or Liszt [14]. LMS does not rely on explicit staging
capabilities of the host language Scala. Instead, executing the
host program constructs a second domain-specific program
representation like Delite [8]. For this reason, this kind of
embedding is called deep embedding. Examples include Spiral
in Scala [29] that implements a generator for DSP algorithms
in LMS, or Array Building Blocks [27] and Halide [33] that
leverage a similar staging mechanism to construct the actual
program representation with C++ as host language for vector
programming and image processing respectively. HIPAcc [25]
and SYCL2 on the other hand, are shallowly embedded DSLs
in C++. In contrast to deeply embedded DSLs, HIPAcc and
SYCL programs can be compiled with an unmodified C++
compiler. However, a modified C++ compiler, that directly
manipulates the program representation, is needed in order
to achieve performance. Our work uses shallow embedding.
But instead of extending the compiler of the host language,
we use partial evaluation in order to eliminate higher-order
functions at compile-time [23, 24].

3

Abstractions for Ray Traversal

RaTrace, our high-performance traversal implementation, is
written in Impala [23], an imperative and functional language
that borrows from the language Rust. In contrast to Rust,
Impala integrates a partial evaluator that allows us to remove
abstractions at compile time.
3.1 Zero-cost Abstractions
Most of the Impala code should be self explanatory but we
give a brief overview of non-standard features below.
Impala supports SIMD vectors. A vector of four floats is
denoted by the type simd[float * 4].
A for loop in Impala is merely syntactic sugar to call a
higher-order function. The construct
for var1 , var2 in iter_func ( arg1 , arg2 ) { /* ... */ }

translates to
iter_func ( arg1 , arg2 , | var1 , var2 | { /* ... */ }) ;

The body of the for loop and the iteration variables constitute an anonymous function |var1, var2| { /* ... */ }
that is passed to iter_func as the last argument. It can then
be called from within the function iter_func.
This can nicely be used to separate the high-level description of an algorithm from its hardware-specific mapping,
which often also determines the schedule of how to best apply operations on some data structure. For example, consider
the following high-level image processing abstraction that
scales each pixel of an image:
for x , y in iterate ( img ) {
img (x , y) = img (x , y ) * 0.5 f ;
}
2 https://www.khronos.org/sycl
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A simple mapping for the iterate function onto the CPU
then applies this operation sequentially over all pixels of the
image.
fn iterate ( img : Image , body : fn ( int , int ) - >() ) -> () {
for y in range (0 , img . height ) {
for x in range (0 , img . width ) {
body (x , y ) ;
}
}
}

More optimized CPU mappings (e.g. ones that use vectorization or loop blocking) can be implemented accordingly.
A GPU implementation of iterate would use SIMT parallelism to process vectors of pixels. Impala offers built-in
higher-order functions to express that a piece of code (given
as a closure) is to be executed on a GPU. For example, the
following implementation of iterate leverages the built-in
function cuda to execute the kernel on the GPU via CUDA:
fn iterate ( img : Image , body : fn ( int , int ) - >() ) -> () {
let grid = ( img . width , img . height ) ;
let block = (32 , 4) ;
cuda ( grid , block , || {
let x = tid_x () + bid_x () * bdim_x () ;
let y = tid_y () + bid_y () * bdim_y () ;
body (x , y ) ;
}) ;
}

Usually, calling a function that binds variables from its environment requires to build a closure. By default, the Impala
compiler partially evaluates all calls to higher-order functions, which removes closures for non-recursive calls. Using
a novel optimization called lambda mangling [24], the evaluator also eliminates closures for tail-recursive calls.
This allows the programmer to cleanly separate the code
between the high-level, generic algorithm and low-level,
hardware-specific mappings using higher-order functions.
Impala’s partial evaluator combines these code parts by removing the overhead of closure allocation and function calls
entirely.
In the case of RaTrace, all higher-order calls are either
non-recursive or tail-recursive. Hence, the default partial
evaluation removes all closures. Additionally, the programmer can force partial evaluation by annotating a call with
@f(/*...*/) [23]. RaTrace uses these additional explicit partial evaluation annotations to unroll loops, force the inlining
of functions, or specialize code.
3.2 Traversal Algorithm
A BVH is an acceleration structure for ray tracing, which
consists of a n-ary tree (n is usually 2 or 4) in which every
node is associated to a bounding volume (a box, typically)
and every leaf contains a list of primitives. An example of
such a BVH is given in Figure 2.
Given a ray, a traversal algorithm traverses this tree to
find the closest intersection by recursively intersecting the
ray with the bounding box of each node. The two children
of the node are processed only if there is an intersection,
which eliminates many ray-primitive tests compared to a
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Figure 2. A scene made of 4 primitives (left) and one possible
BVH (right). A ray and its traversal path are drawn in red.
brute-force method. Different variants of this basic algorithm
have been proposed to increase performance on different
architectures, but the core idea behind them remains the
same, as will be shown in the next section.
3.3 Traversal Abstractions
Our traversal implementation RaTrace builds on a careful
study of the algorithms used by Embree and Aila et al. [2, 43].
Both implementations share several common aspects:
• The outermost loop, which iterates over the set of rays.
In Embree, this iteration over rays is implicit: Vectorization can be seen as an iteration over N rays (N
being the SIMD width).
• The initialization, in which the stack and traversal
variables are allocated.
• The traversal loop, which terminates when the stack is
empty.
• The innermost loop, which either iterates over internal
nodes in the case of Embree or leaves for Aila’s code.
Since our experiments have shown that the GPU is
more sensitive to control flow instructions, it is acceptable to iterate over leaves for both the CPU and GPU
implementations.
• The intersection routines that can use precomputed
data to increase performance.
But they also differ considerably in several aspects:
• The acceleration structure: Embree uses a 4-wide BVH;
Aila et al. use a standard binary BVH.
• The vectorization: Embree traces packets of 8 rays; Aila
et al. use single rays.
• The data layout: Rays, nodes, and triangles are loaded
and stored in a way that maximizes performance for
each architecture.
This analysis suggests that our traversal algorithm must
support BVHs of different arity and that only the acceleration structure, vectorization, and data layout should be kept
separate for each implementation.
A version of our generic and high-level traversal code is
given in Listing 1. For the sake of presentation, small parts of
the code that are not relevant for our discussion are omitted.
Within the iteration over all rays the algorithm proceeds as
follows: First, a stack is allocated and the traversal variables
are initialized. Next, the root node is pushed onto the top of
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the stack and the traversal starts. We assume that the root of
the BVH is not a leaf, hence we begin by iterating over the
children of the current node in Step 1. Any children that are
intersected by the current ray are pushed onto the stack. The
order in which they are pushed is defined by an architecturespecific heuristic provided in the mapping. The top of the
stack now contains the next node to intersect: If it is a leaf,
we iterate over its triangles and record any intersection in
Step 2, otherwise we return to Step 1.
for tmin , tmax , org , dir , record_hit in
iterate_rays ( ray_list , hit_list , ray_count ) {
// The ray is defined as org + t * dir
// with t in between tmin and tmax
// Allocate a stack for the traversal
let stack = allocate_stack () ;
// Initialize traversal variables
let idir = 1.0 f / dir ;
let mut t = tmax ;
let mut u = 0.0 f ;
let mut v = 0.0 f ;
let mut tri_id = -1;
stack . push_top ( root , tmin );
// Traversal loop
while ! stack . is_empty () {
// Step 1: Intersect children and update the stack
for min , max in iterate_children (t , stack ) {
intersect_ray_box ( org , idir , tmin , t , min , max )
}
// Step 2: Intersect the leaves
while is_leaf ( stack . top () ) {
let leaf = stack . top () ;
for id , tri in iterate_triangles ( leaf , tris ) {
let ( mask , t0 , u0 , v0 ) =
intersect_ray_tri ( org , dir , tmin , t , tri );

}

}
}

}

t
u
v
tri_id

=
=
=
=

select ( mask ,
select ( mask ,
select ( mask ,
select ( mask ,

t0 ,
u0 ,
v0 ,
id ,

t) ;
u) ;
v) ;
tri_id );

stack . pop () ;

record_hit ( tri_id , t , u , v) ;

Listing 1. Our generic traversal loop.
The intersection routines, highlighted in red, can easily be
changed without impacting the core traversal algorithm. The
types of their arguments are generic, so they can operate on
single rays or packets of rays using SIMD units. Their return
value is the result of the intersection: The entry and exit
distance in the case of a ray-box intersection, or a Boolean
flag—set if a triangle is hit—along with the hit distance and
barycentric coordinates in the case of a ray-triangle intersection. The triangle intersection routine additionally uses
an abstract data structure for the input primitive, which allows us to use the original triangle data or use precomputed
data [44].
In Step 1, the result of the ray-box intersections are directly forwarded to iterate_children. Thus, it can push or
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pop nodes depending on their relative intersection distances
and specific mappings can make different decisions for the
child traversal order.
In our implementation, both the CPU and the GPU version
share the same intersection routines. We use the slab test [22]
to compute ray-box intersections and the Möller-Trumbore
intersection algorithm [26] to compute the ray-triangle intersections.
The traversal stack stores the node identifiers as well as
the corresponding entry distance along the ray (the exit
distance is discarded). These distances are used to cull nodes
when an intersection with a triangle has been found.
Note that Listing 1 corresponds to a textbook-like algorithmic description of ray traversal. Still, the chosen abstractions allow us to map this generic code to highly optimized,
hardware-specific code, as shown below.

4
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fn iterate_children ( t : simd [ float * 4] ,
stack : Stack ,
body : IntersectionFn ) -> () {
let ( node , tmin ) = stack . top () ;
stack . pop () ;
//
//
//
if

// Iterate over the children of this node
for i in unroll (0 , 4) {
// Are this child and the following empty ?
if node . children ( i ) == 0 { break () }
// Get the bounding box for this child
let min = vec3 ( node . min_x ( i ) ,
node . min_y ( i ) ,
node . min_z ( i ) ) ;
let max = vec3 ( node . max_x ( i ) ,
node . max_y ( i ) ,
node . max_z ( i ) ) ;
// Call the intersection function ( the loop body )
// This returns the entry and exit distance
let ( tentry , texit ) = body ( min , max ) ;

Mappings to Different Architectures

The mapping of the traversal algorithm to each architecture
requires a different implementation of our three hardwarespecific abstractions: iterate_rays, iterate_ children, and
iterate_triangles. These functions take care of all the lowlevel details and ensure that the traversal routine takes advantage of every available hardware feature.
4.1 CPU Mapping
Our CPU mapping uses 4-wide BVHs. For each node, we store
the bounding boxes of the four children in a structure-ofarrays layout and their index in the array of nodes (Listing 2).
A special value of zero for the child index corresponds to an
empty node; negative values represent leaves and point to the
triangle array. Instead of storing the number of primitives in
the node structure, sentinels are stored in the triangle array
to indicate the end of a leaf, which minimizes the size of the
node structure.
struct Node {
min_x : [ float * 4] ,
min_y : [ float * 4] ,
min_z : [ float * 4] ,
max_x : [ float * 4] ,
max_y : [ float * 4] ,
max_z : [ float * 4] ,
children : [ int * 4]
}

Listing 2. Structure of a BVH node on the CPU.
The CPU mapping for the traversal loop uses packets of
8 rays for best use of the AVX2 SIMD instruction set. This
means that in the generic code the type of org, dir, tmin, tmax
as returned by iterate_rays, and all the traversal variables
containing per-ray data are actually inferred by the compiler
to be SIMD vectors. For instance, the compiler will infer that
the type of tmin in Listing 1 is simd[float * 8].
The core part of the mapping is the iterate_children
function (Listing 3): This is where the nodes are loaded and
the decision is made to continue the traversal with one or
more children.

If the current distance for all the rays in the
packet is smaller than the entry distance of this
node , then discard it
all ( t < tmin ) { return () }

}

}

let t = select ( texit >= tentry , tentry , flt_max );
// Is the intersection valid ?
if any ( texit >= tentry ) {
// Yes , then push the nodes so that the
// closest one is intersected first
if any ( stack . tmin () > t ) {
stack . push_top ( node . children ( i ) , t )
} else {
stack . push ( node . children ( i ) , t )
}
}

Listing 3. CPU mapping of the iterate_children function.
In iterate_children, we first pop a node from the stack
and test if its associated intersection distance is less than any
recorded distance along the packet of rays using the function
any that will return true if the condition holds for any lane
when SIMD types are used. If this is the case, we iterate over
the children of the node (this mapping uses a BVH4 with
four children per node) and for each of them we intersect the
associated bounding box with the packet. The intersection
is computed by calling the function body that is passed to
iterate_children. Thanks to the special for loop syntax of
Impala, this integrates nicely with the generic traversal code:
The function body is actually the body of the for loop in Step
1 of the traversal (Listing 1).
The remaining part of the CPU mapping is straightforward: iterate_rays loads a set of 8 rays and returns them in
SIMD variables, while iterate_triangles loads the triangles
from possibly hardware-specific layouts and performs the
intersection computation provided in the loop body.
4.2 GPU Mapping
The GPU mapping traverses a standard BVH in single-ray
fashion and thus uses a different memory layout. A BVH
node contains the bounding box of the two children along
with their indices in the array of nodes (Listing 4). The same
idea as in the CPU mapping is used here: Negative values
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are interpreted as leaves and give the index into the triangle
array.
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fn iterate_children ( t : float ,
stack : Stack ,
body : IntersectionFn ) -> () {
// No culling , ignore the entry distance
let ( node , _ ) = stack . top () ;
// Step 1: Load nodes in vector form
let node_ptr = node as &[ float ];
let tmp0 = ldg (& node_ptr (0) as & simd [ float
let tmp1 = ldg (& node_ptr (4) as & simd [ float
let tmp2 = ldg (& node_ptr (8) as & simd [ float
let child = ldg (& node_ptr (12) as & simd [ int

struct BBox {
lo_x : float ,
hi_x : float ,
lo_y : float ,
hi_y : float ,
lo_z : float ,
hi_z : float
}

4]) ;
4]) ;
4]) ;
4]) ;

// Step 2: Assemble bounding boxes
let min1 = vec3 ( tmp0 (0) , tmp0 (2) , tmp1 (0) ) ;
let max1 = vec3 ( tmp0 (1) , tmp0 (3) , tmp1 (1) ) ;

struct Node {
left_bb : BBox ,
right_bb : BBox ,
left_child : int ,
right_child : int ,
padding : [ int * 2] // 16 - byte alignment
}

let min2 = vec3 ( tmp1 (2) , tmp2 (0) , tmp2 (2) ) ;
let max2 = vec3 ( tmp1 (3) , tmp2 (1) , tmp2 (3) ) ;
// Intersect the two children
let ( tentry1 , texit1 ) = body ( min1 , max1 ) ;
let ( tentry2 , texit2 ) = body ( min2 , max2 ) ;

Listing 4. Structure of a BVH node on the GPU.

In order to improve GPU performance, we use 128-bit
vector loads when loading sets of rays, triangles, and BVH
nodes from global memory. We also exploit the caches in
recent GPU architectures by using read-only memory loads,
using the hardware-specific intrinsic ldg, exposed by the
compiler. This gives a small speedup of a few percent in our
test scenarios.
The GPU implementation of iterate_children is presented
in Listing 5. Step 1 first loads the BVH node using vector
loads and Step 2 shuffles the values in those vectors to build
a bounding box. Finally, we call the intersection function for
both child bounding boxes, sort the nodes by their distance
along the ray, and push them onto the stack. The intersection
function is called body because it contains the body of the
for loop in Step 1 of Listing 1.
The traversal variables (e.g., org, dir, etc.) are not vectors in the GPU mapping: The compiler infers that they are
of type float from the GPU mapping of the iterate_rays
function.
In this version of iterate_children, we do not immediately pop a node from the stack. This is because the top of
the stack is stored as a separate variable: If we intersect only
a single child, it is more efficient to simply replace the contents of that variable (this is what the set_top function does).
This seemingly small optimization has an important impact
on performance, mainly because it replaces a few reads and
writes to memory by reads and writes to registers.
The same key ideas are applied in iterate_rays and iter
ate_triangles: We use vector loads and ldg to get the data
into registers. Their implementation is otherwise very straightforward.
For testing purposes, we evaluated the use of persistent
threads and node postponing and concluded that they no
longer considerably improved the efficiency of the code on
current hardware. Consequently, we do not include those
techniques in the final version of our traversal code.

*
*
*
*

}

let hit1 = tentry1 <= texit1 ;
let hit2 = tentry2 <= texit2 ;
if ! hit1 && ! hit2 {
// No intersection was found
stack . pop () ;
} else {
// An intersection was found
if hit1 && hit2 {
// Both children were intersected :
// sort the intersections
if tentry1 < tentry2 {
let tmp = child (0) ;
child (0) = child (1) ;
child (1) = tmp ;
}
stack . push ( child (0) , 0.0 f ) ;
stack . set_top ( child (1) , 0.0 f ) ;
} else {
// Only one child was intersected
let next = select ( hit1 , child (0) , child (1) );
stack . set_top ( next , 0.0 f )
}
}

Listing 5. GPU mapping of the iterate_children function.

5

Variants of the Traversal

Our high-level description of the BVH traversal algorithm
can be adapted for different purposes. Apart from vectorization width—which can be changed by simply instanciating
the traversal code with a different SIMD type—we might
want to add other features such as transparency or early ray
termination for shadow rays. These features can be added
without touching the low-level mappings, as shown in Listing 6.
The is_terminated function simply returns true if the ray
has hit a triangle. The user provides the
transparency function which returns a transparency mask
for a given point on a triangle. They also provide the early_
exit variable which controls whether or not the early exit
optimization will be applied. Because of partial evaluation
(triggered by the @ sign), the compiler will remove the early
exit test if early_exit == false.
Since Impala is a functional language, break is just a function that can be captured just like any other function. This
gives us the opportunity to exit the main traversal loop directly from the deeply nested triangle intersection.
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while ! stack . is_empty () {
// Capture this loop ' s exit continuation
let terminate = break ;
let node = stack . top () ;
// Intersect children and update stack
for min , max in iterate_children (t , stack ) {
intersect_ray_box ( org , idir , tmin , t , min , max ,
hit_child );
}
// Intersect leaves
while is_leaf ( stack . top () ) {
let leaf = stack . top () ;
for id , tri in iterate_triangles ( leaf , tris ) @{
let ( mut mask , t0 , u0 , v0 ) =
intersect_ray_tri ( org , dir , tmin , t , tri ) ;
mask = transparency ( mask , id , u0 , v0 ) ;
t =
u =
v =
tri

select ( mask , t0 , t ) ;
select ( mask , u0 , u ) ;
select ( mask , v0 , v ) ;
= select ( mask , id , tri ) ;

if early_exit && is_terminated ( tri ) {
terminate ()

}

}

}

}

// Pop node from the stack
stack . pop () ;

Listing 6. Modifications of the high-level traversal loop for
early ray termination and transparency. The changes are
highlighted in blue.

6

Results

6.1 Benchmarks
We compare our code against hand-tuned, state-of-the-art
implementations on both the CPU and a discrete GPU. For
all tests, we disabled early ray termination and transparency.
On the CPU, we use the packetized AVX2 traversal routine from Embree 2.4.0 as our reference. This variant is one
of the fastest traversal routines made available by Embree,
although it may not be the best choice for very incoherent
ray distributions. Both Embree’s traversal routine and ours
use the same acceleration structure (a BVH4 generated by
Embree). Even though Impala supports parallelism using
TBB, we ran the benchmarks on a single core since Embree
2.4.0 does not provide a multithreaded version of its kernels.
Since the Impala compiler framework is built on top of
LLVM 3.4.2, we compiled Embree with the same LLVM version using the LLVM-based C++ compiler clang. In this setting, Embree is subject to the same low-level optimizations
and code generation techniques as RaTrace. For reference,
we also give the performance numbers for Embree when
compiled with the Intel C/C++ compiler icc 16.0.0.
On the GPU, our traversal is benchmarked against a modified version of the Aila’s GPU traversal code in which the
triangle intersection routine has been replaced. We use the
same Möller-Trumbore [26] algorithm as in Embree, instead
of a faster intersection routine with precomputed triangle
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data [44]. All our implementations use this intersection test,
which we believe makes comparisons fairer. In this case the
acceleration structure for both traversal implementations is
an offline-built SBVH [37].
The scenes used for testing all these implementations are
presented in Figure 3. We test the pure traversal and intersection routines in different scenarios without performing
any shading or other rendering operations:
• Primary rays are fired from a pinhole camera and
the closest intersection is found.
• Shadow rays are shot towards a point light whose
position is fixed within the scene and chosen so that
the light can reach a good proportion of the overall
geometry. The origins of these rays are determined by
intersecting the primary rays with the scene.
• Random rays are built by taking two random points
within the scene bounding box and connecting them
with a ray finding the closest intersection.
The results are shown in Table 1. We verified that, for each
platform, all corresponding benchmarks operate on the same
data structure and the same set of rays.
On the CPU, our traversal routine is always faster than
the Embree code compiled with clang—which uses LLVM to
generate code, as our compiler does—by at least 4%. It is also
obvious that the code generated by LLVM, which we have to
use, is generally not yet as good as that produced by the Intel
compiler. Still, our code performs only slightly slower (within
5%) than Embree compiled with Intel’s compiler. On the
GPU, our traversal routine performs better than the modified
version of Aila’s code in every test case, even though the
results vary depending on the scene and the ray distribution
used.
There are several reasons for this: On the CPU, the control
flow and the shape of the loop have a minor influence on the
execution time. Performance mainly depends on the number
of nodes traversed and the intersection algorithm used. We
have consequently designed our abstractions so that the
heuristics that decides which children to traverse are almost
the same as those used by Embree.
Looking at the machine code generated by both Intel’s
compiler and Impala/LLVM, we see that our intersection
routines contain more AVX register spills; some of them
being emitted in critical parts of the loop like the ray-box
intersection. Since LLVM is used for register allocation in
Impala, it is highly likely that it is responsible for the nonoptimal code quality. Using a newer version of LLVM could
improve that aspect.
On the GPU, Aila’s implementation introduced persistent
threads, but this creates some overhead due to the use of
a global pool of rays. Since improvements in modern GPU
hardware [28] make persistent threads much less effective,
our traversal routine performs consistently faster, even for
incoherent workloads. Interestingly, we found that adding
read-only memory loads gives a speedup (up to 4% in some
scenes) at almost no cost in code readability.
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(a) Sibenik

(b) Sponza

(c) Conference

(d) San Miguel

(e) Power Plant

Figure 3. Scenes used for benchmarking different traversal implementations, rendered with ambient occlusion at a resolution
of 1024 × 1024 pixels.
Table 1. Performance of the traversal implementations in Mrays/s on an Intel Core i7-4790 CPU with 3.60GHz and 16GB of
RAM, and a GeForce GTX 970. The images were rendered at the resolution of 1024 × 1024. The values are computed from the
median of 100 executions in order to discard outliers. The percentages are speed-ups w.r.t. Embree compiled with icc, Embree
compiled with clang, and the work of Aila et al., depending on the platform. The CPU benchmarks are run on a single thread
on a single core. The best and worst case of each comparison are highlighted in green and red, respectively.
CPU
Scene
Sibenik
75K tris.
Figure 3a
Sponza
262K tris.
Figure 3b
Conference
331K tris.
Figure 3c
San Miguel
7.88M tris.
Figure 3d
PowerPlant
12.8M tris.
Figure 3e

GPU

Ray Type

Embree (icc)

Embree (clang)

RaTrace

Aila et al.

RaTrace

Primary

18.17

15.06

17.80 (-2.04%, +18.19%)

336.47

405.01 (+20.37%)

Shadow

23.93

19.54

23.48 (-1.88%, +20.16%)

459.04

560.44 (+22.09%)

Random

2.48

2.29

2.39 (-3.63%, +4.37%)

154.83

177.48 (+14.63%)

Primary

7.77

6.60

7.46 (-3.99%, +13.03%)

189.45

223.34 (+17.89%)

Shadow

10.13

8.13

9.82 (-3.06%, +20.79% )

304.17

359.47 (+18.18%)

Random

2.62

2.41

2.52 (-3.82%, +4.56%)

121.46

141.20 (+16.25%)

Primary

27.43

23.24

26.80 (-2.30%, +15.32%)

427.96

514.26 (+20.17%)

Shadow

20.00

16.98

19.86 ( -0.70% , +16.96%)

358.66

433.65 (+20.91%)

Random

5.01

4.61

4.82 (-3.79%, +4.56%)

169.07

181.16 (+7.15%)

Primary

4.90

4.31

4.81 (-1.84%, +11.60%)

114.75

132.48 (+15.45%)

Shadow

4.35

3.90

4.17 (-4.14%, +6.92%)

101.30

122.54 (+20.97%)

Random

1.52

1.38

1.49 (-1.97%, +7.97%)

90.63

105.27 (+16.15%)

Primary

8.53

7.65

8.43 (-1.17%, +10.20%)

261.13

301.57 (+15.49%)

Shadow

8.22

7.41

7.77 ( -5.47% , +4.86%)

301.02

339.34 (+12.73%)

Random

4.49

4.22

4.40 (-2.00%, +4.27% )

193.34

242.22 (+25.28%)

6.2 Code Complexity
To demonstrate that our code is simpler and easier to develop, we compare the code complexity of the benchmark
implementations. A widely used metric for this purpose is
Halstead’s complexity metric [18]: It measures the effort

required to implement a piece of software. We list three measures in Table 2: Halstead’s effort, the estimated number of
hours needed to develop each implementation, and the number of lines of code (LoC). The estimated number of hours
is computed based on Halstead’s measure. We also give the
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Table 2. Code complexity of the benchmark implementations. The effort and programming time are based on Halstead’s code complexity metric [18]. Halstead’s measure
gives an estimation of the time taken to implement a piece
of software from scratch.

part. Adding support of different acceleration structures, different triangle layouts, or implementing other modifications
would be rather simple in our code base: We just need to
modify one of the existing mappings and maybe add some
additional abstractions (see Section 5 for an example). The
same operations for Embree or Aila’s code would be more
involved or even require a complete reimplementation.

Effort

Coding time

LoC

Embree

24.914 · 106

384h

852

7

RaTrace (CPU)

2.530 · 106

39h

259

Aila et al.

2.103 · 106

32h

284

RaTrace (GPU)

1.986 · 106

31h

274

RaTrace (Common part)

0.658 · 106

10h

158

RaTrace (CPU mapping)

0.783 · 106

12h

101

RaTrace (GPU mapping)

0.473 · 106

7h

116

We have presented a new approach that allows us to formulate the ray traversal algorithm at a very high level while
still achieving excellent performance. Using a language that
supports functional programming and a compiler that performs partial evaluation, our approach elegantly separates
two major concepts: The unique high-level algorithm—that
is implemented only once and in a generic way—and the
hardware-specific details. Those details are provided separately for each hardware architecture and are typically implemented by a hardware expert.
Any “overhead” incurred by these conceptual abstractions
and language constructs is eliminated with the use of a recently introduced compiler technology. Our results show
that our code is much easier to write and at the same time
as fast and efficient as current state-of-the-art, heavily handoptimized implementations.
As future work we would like to apply the same techniques
to other parts of a renderer: They could be abstracted as well
and run efficiently on both CPUs and GPUs. The abstraction
of the shading system will be particularly interesting since it
requires just-in-time compilation. Also, we could use partial
evaluation to specialize the ray traversal kernels presented
here: We would then optimize our code for a specific usecase such as coherent or incoherent ray tracing with little to
no overhead.
The full implementation of the traversal and its different
mappings are distributed under the LGPL v3 and are available
at https://github.com/AnyDSL/traversal.

effort required to implement the common part of the traversal and each mapping individually, since this measure is not
additive.
For the sake of fairness, we only selected the meaningful
and necessary parts of each implementation. In our implementation, we included the complete traversal code with
the intersection routines. In the case of Aila’s code, we measured the dynamic fetch CUDA kernel, and for Embree, the
wrappers for AVX instructions along with the BVH traversal
and triangle intersection routines. Removing the wrappers
for AVX instructions in Embree would require to adapt the
traversal routine to use the intrinsics directly. This would
in turn create more complex expressions and hence increase
the Halstead measure of the code.
The numbers in Table 2 show that the complexity of Embree is significantly higher than that of our CPU implementation. Embree’s code is verbose mainly because it relies
heavily on AVX intrinsics: There is currently no other way
to develop vectorized high-performance software for CPUs
in C++. The advantage of our approach is clear: Based on
these numbers our implementation is about ten times faster
to implement.
According to the same numbers, Aila’s implementation
has a complexity comparable to ours. Nevertheless, this does
not take into account the modularity of the implementation:
With our approach it is easy to modify any part of the traversal algorithm independently. Since Aila et al. do not use any
abstractions, changing parts of their code without impacting
the whole traversal kernel is considerably more challenging.
An important aspect is also that the common part is written only once and is reused across all different mappings
without modification. As we port our code to more hardware
architectures (or variants thereof) we avoid rewriting a significant part of it. The same does not hold for either Aila’s
code or Embree: They do not have the notion of a common

Conclusion and Future Work
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